
Lightweights, PC headsets and more. 105

Inline volume control
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12123 Our finest lightweight digital stereo
headphones are now even better
PRO -35. Titanium -layered diaphragms and neodymium magnets deliver
superb sound. 6 -foot cord with inline volume control for quick adjustments.
Wider, more naturally -fitting headband provides extra comfort. Improved
strain relief helps prevent damage to cord at connection points. Wide
15-20,000Hz frequency response for excellent reproduction of extreme
highs and lows. Gold-plated'/e" L -plug for the best possible connection.
M1133-1122 39.99

Titanium diaphragms
for great sound

Inline volume control
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= Deluxe headphones
with inline volume control
Nova -78. Padded headband and pivoting foam
earcups for a comfortable fit. Dynamic elements
for excellent sound. 20-20,000Hz response.
Extra -long 12 -ft. cord with handy inline volume
control and 1/4" gold-plated plug. KAI
33-1136 39.99

Comfortable lightweights
for home or portable use
Nova -71. Enclosed earpads seal out noise and
swivel on ball joints for best fit. High-energy
ferrite magnets deliver rich sound with 20-
20,000Hz response. 7'h -foot cord,'/s" plug.
P033-1121 24.99

Optimus
Something
for Everyone
Opt;mus headphones come in a variety of styles

to match any listening need. Our lightweight

headphones deliver great sound with maximum

comfort, and our open-air models let you keep

an ear on your surroundings while you listen.

Using a PC or doing some studio mixing?

Our mic/headphone combos can't be beat!

Lightweight, full-size
with open-air design
Nova -67. A lighter full-size option combining the
comfort of lightweights with the sound impact you
look for in larger sets. Open-air design makes sure
you don't miss your phone or doorbell ringing. 20-
20,000Hz response. 8 -foot Y -cord. 'A" gold-plated
plug. Was $34.99 in '99 catalog. IVA
33-1026 New Low Price! 29.99

Built-in volume controls
Nova -57. Rotary controls mounted on the earpads
let you individually adjust left/right volume levels. Soft
foam -filled cushions and padded adjustable head-
band. 12-18,000Hz response. iti" plug.
33-1056 19.99

Headphones with boom microphone-ideal for interactive PC garners, studio mixing, DJs!
Designed for hands -free
use of PC voice applications,
talking over the Internet,
videoconferencing, speech
recognition programs

- PC headset
w/noise-canceling
microphone
Reduces feedback for better
sound quality. Flexible omnidirec-
tional mic. SoundBlaster compat-
ible.133-1118 29.99

Headphone with
unidirectional mic
Nova -80. These neadphones
are great for multi-taskers.
Unidirectional boom mic easily

-picks up your voice -for the best
sound transmission. 10 -foot
shielded cable with gold-plated
plug. 20-20,000Hz frequency
response. WI
33-1108 29.99

- Open-air
stereo headphone
with microphone
Nova -79. Open-air design so
you can also hear what's going

'Ai on around you. Adjustable
headband and soft foam
earcushions for comfort. 30-
14,000Hz response. 8 -foot
cable with 'k" jack.
33-1107 19.99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited or see our selection of products at RadioShack.com. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


